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No. SV.FIAT 

Government of India-Ministry of Railways 
Research Designs & Standards Organisation 

Lucknow - 226 011 
DID (0522)2450115 

- DID(0522)2465310 

DATE 19.09.2017 

The Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety, 
Ministry of Civil Aviation, 
NER compound, Ashok Marg, 
Lucknow- 226 001 . 

Sub: Final Speed Certificate for operation of BG LHB SLR coach fitted with underslung DG 
set and pneumatic suspension at the secondary stage on FIAT Bogies up to a 
maximum speed of 105 km/h on track maintained to other than C&M-I, Vol.-I standard. 

Ref: i) This office speed certificate no. SV.FIAT dated 16.06.2017. 
ii) Your 'office letter no. Q 17012/03/2016-17-TW dated 24.07.2017. 
iii) PS & EMU's Dte. letter no. ELlO.6.2/Under-slungIDA Set dated 23.8.2017. 

With reference to the above, the details/clarification on the concerned issues raised by the 
Dy.CRS/LKO are given below-

1. The power car with underslung DA has been provided with one DA set of 336 kw as 
compared to existing power car with two onboard DA sets of 336 kw each. The rating of DA 
set is therefore same in both the power cars. However, capacity of the power car with 
underslung DA set is half of the on board power car. 

2. Power car with underslung DA has been computerized to work on standby power source for 
HOG operated rakes. The regular electric supply for these rakes will be fed from hotel load 
converters provided in the locomotive. The power car will be made operational only in case of 
failure of power supply from locomotive converters. 

3. There is no change in the design of Electrical couplers and size of feeder cables in HOG 
compliant coaches. Therefore, voltage drop/ fluctuations leading to overload & heating will be 
same as in existing EOG rakes. 

4. Various electrical as well as mechanical equipment including fuel tank (2 number) are already 
being provided in under-frame of the existing onboard power car and coaches. To protect the 
DA set from being hit by the flying ballast and cattle run over, a suitable mesh guard is already 
provided in the under-frame of the power car. 

5. The unique transportation code of subjected coach is "LWLRRMU". 

This is for your information and necessary action please. 
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